New Zealander created Myths – BUSTED!
1. The Maori's are being blamed for the near extinction of our native kiwi bird.
BULLSHIT. Kiwi's were flourishing when the white man arrived, but have died
off with their ever expanding buildings, roads and landscaping.
The Maori had nothing but a high regard for nature, and for the intricate balance of our
coexistence with nature. We did not ever destroy their habitats unless to build a pa. But
even then, most of our pa's were built on high hills, facing the oceans and the surrounding
terrain in order to survey every threat to our pa sites from both land and sea. Most trees
were treeless anyway given the environmental risk that wind poses for trees that take root
on wind whipped hills.
Yes, we would have caught and eaten the kiwi during the construction of our pa's, yes, we
would have smoked kiwimeat and stored them in fleshed out sundried calabashes for safe
keeping over the long winter, and yes, we were likely greedy in this undertaking given the
need to survive the cold winters. But no – we did not eat the kiwi to the detriment of it's
survival. How could we? Kiwi's were flourishing when the white man arrived. We prayed
prayer to Tane Mahuta – God of the forest before even cutting down a log. We prayed
prayer to Papatuanuku – mother nature before setting out on our hunting trips – we still do.
It is the express nature of Maori people to take only what is necessary for survival and
occasionally for the enjoyment of life – special occasions like Matariki celebrations, etc.
DESPITE ALL THIS, the white man aka New Zealander tells i t dif ferently. Meanwhile,
they have whit t led our forests away to ground zero all over the country and replaced
our lands proudest beauty wi th metal buildings that prevent every level of plant and
wildli fe regeneration. They are raping our land f il ling huge holes with man-made
waste, making for poisonous soils for the kiwi's to stick their beaks into, and in the
process, destroying the habitats of many, many, many additional creatures that once
roamed this proud land in f reedom. And then what did they do? They locked them away
in prisons at the Auckland Zoo, and are making money f rom let ting people gawk at
them in their man-made prisons. Pokokohua's!
And while we're on the topic, how do we know they weren't the bastards that killed off
the Moa? Do we know for a fact there were no moa's here when the white man came
(well I don't know everything ya know...)? Do we know for a fact that the Maori had not
domesticated the Moa like the white man domesticated the pig? I for one know that
Maori would have revered Moa birds, t reated them like God's of the earth. Do we know
for a fact that, what the whi te people are saying about the cause of Moa bird
extinction is t rue? Or are they hiding the t ruth about Moa's the way they are hiding the
t ru th about the real plight of Maori introduced to them by the Great European Invasion
of Aotearoa. Come to think of i t, a nice plump moa-bird would feed an army of hungry
people. Throw the bones in the deep sea and everyone is none-the-wiser. Suddenly, the
moa bird is extinct, and no-one knows why, except the happy moa-hunter who has
eaten the last bite of moa-bird. I think archaeologists will find more answers f rom
land underwater than over-ground.
I for one think that kiwi's are miniature moa who have over time adapted to their
environment. And when I say over-time, I'm saying that Maori have been living here
reportedly 400bc, and that's well and truly long enough for Moa birds to adapt – don't you
think? Maybe the baby moas realized that they got eaten less by zapping in and out of the

low-laying undergrowth, so decided to stop growing tall, and grow longer beaks instead for
poking in the undergrowth allowing them to stay hidden. If you think about it long enough,
it makes perfect sense. But at the very least, the kiwi has to be a cousin of the Moa and
will support this theory with accurately reported findings and diagrams soon! (Remind me)
2. White people promote the theory that Mori Ori were here before the Maori.
BUUULLSHIT!!!
Maori people came over from the Islands of Hawaii where the first leg of our journey
began. Contrary to popular Maori belief, I do not believe we came from an Island called
Hawaiki that sunk beneath the sea – particularly in view of our fierce and staunch pride in
our unsung global accomplishments. But who knows..., maybe we did. I believe, given
the similar sound of the name Hawaiki, that we must have started our journey to Aotearoa
from Hawaii, stopping at Rarotonga on the way there.
I would like to think that as we passed Samoa, that they would have offered us
refreshments, but likely seeing the number of our crew, feared take-over, so we ventured
on to Rarotonga where we most likely encountered peace and tranquility given the sizable
difference between the two land masses, and the lack of human population back then. No
doubt, our crew was much larger than the seven canoes that made it across the vast
distance to Aotearoa, from Rarotonga, however by that stage, many of the children,
women and adults would have been made weary by the journey, suffering from thirst and
starvation, but not illnesses.
No, I believe that illnesses such as cancer, meningitis, polio etc, are man-made
concoctions designed by the British to control their population growth given the cramped
living quarters of their people back then, validating their expansions across the oceans to
other lands. Yeah – tough pill to swallow ain't it 'you-rope-ians'.
And as I look at my map, I see Aotearoa with numerous non-Maori names on it, and it
makes me angry, because back in the day, our land only knew Maori names. But then I
look further and I see New Britian, New Caledonia, New Guinea, New Ireland, American
Samoa, and it's not too difficult to realize the low status of the islands in the great global
race for land ownership. Ahh..., what a trophy Aotearoa must have presented to it's new
people – the Maoris. What a beautiful sight of prosperity. What a safe haven paradise for
our children to grow up in peace.
Yet here New Zealanders are today, 175 years away f rom Brit tian /England, and they
still can't say our fucken name right. Yeah that's right everyone, the British couldn't say
our name properly when they f irst arrived, and as proof of that, they still can't
pronounce our name Maori. They call us, “Mao-ri ” - much like the cat says 'mieow'. So
phonetically speaking, they still call us “meowry”. Back then when they f irst discovered
us however, at a t ime when they had to sail their ships all the way back to England or
the nearest port of communicating messages, they would have undoubtedly called us
“Mori-Ori ” for PURE LACK of an abili ty to pronounce “Ma-Ori ” !!! And that,ladies and
gentlemen, is how the 'Mori ori' theory was invented. Flat out lies - in a pathetic
attempt at 'global alibi' .
Yes, I'm keeping my mind open to the option that there may have been people living here
prior to the arrival of the Maori people. But if there was, NO, and that's a FLAT OUT 'NO', I
do not give weight to the 'Mori Ori' theory invented by the Brit's, which is still being

promoted by the English today. How so? For starters, they have way too much 'racial
genocide' blood on their hands to be believed, and for mains, there are no other people
living in our surrounding Islands with a similar sounding name to 'Maori' except Rarotonga
– our last stop before Aotearoa. And for desserts, the true existence of any pre-Maori
dwellers would have been 'gobbled up' for desserts – haha – just jokes.
I think that any truth to the plausible theory that other people dwelled here before us Maori,
can only be sustained by archaeological findings. But even then, it would have been too
easy for a white man to have planted alibi from his previous travels, in order to make such
a claim true. Their very museums do not document this era of Maori's most horrific past,
despite being displayed within the pillar of their community - their museums. Instead, they
divert the world from these gruesome facts, by making spectacle of the Germans massive
scale and inhumane methods of Racial Genocide known to mankind. Well, at least the
Germans are facing up to their Jewish guilt.
I definitely feel less hard done by when I think of the Jews. Nevertheless, we were still
killed, we were still murdered, and our children still raped of their happiness, parental love,
and land. And yes, it is all still going on today – compliments of bullying New Zealand
government legislation. Stolen land is not handed back to Maori. Instead, stolen land is
bought at a price nowhere near the value of the land. Now where is any justice in that?
--------------------------------------------No doubt some great vikings passed us by, and in venturing too close, coped a taiaha in
the eye. No doubt I am being somewhat biased in my assessment of this particular issue
of who was here first. But given the commercially racist agenda of the Europeans from as
early as the 1600's – marking the beginning of the worlds most epic era of slavery, native
abuse, land theft and human trafficking..., for which ABSOLUTELY NO AMOUNT OF
AMMENDS COULD EVER UNDO SUCH ABOMINDATIONS TO MANKIND, it is therefore
upright, astute and necessary to say, that “all accounts depicting this era of black and
brown hate by the British, the American's, the Canadians, the Australians and the
English..., must be seriously bought into question”.
There is far too much African, Kanadian, Aboriginie, Maori and innocent children's blood
on all their hands, for them to be unbiased enough and motivated enough to tell the truth
as it was, not as they would have us believe today. So how about the rest us anti-racial
genociders, actually take the time out to question the validity of the statistics marring Maori
as having the highest rate of child abuse in the world? Start looking at the real issues
contributing to Maori child abuse – instead of just tapping the surface like NZ media do.
How about loss of land, stature and dignity. Now where would you be without your
dignity? Right here where I am – fighting for acknowledgement of the atrocities to Maori
still going on today thanks to the New Zealand Government aka New Zealand Company.
The museum of any culture and race of people, is the most respected pillar of their
community. Accordingly, the museum is the measurement of a peoples willingness to
speak the bleak and unflattering truth, as painful as it may be to bear. The museum is
therefore the unbiased witness that speaks openly of the wonders, the atrocities, the gains
and the losses. Lose your willingness to tell the truth, and you lose your grip on reality.
Weigh, measure and test information – before you accept it. Such is but one of the
hallmarks of a Global M.A.O.R.I. Federation member. Never accept information blindly.
3. New Zealanders claim that their country of origin is Aotearoa (NZ).

This could not be further from the truth. NZers country of origin is Brittian/England. There
were no English recognized legal facilities in Maori-land Aotearoa to create the legal entity
of the NZ Company, validating the fact that NZ Company was formed in Brittian/England.
New Zealand Company, is New Zealand Government's original name. Therefore, 'New
Zealanders', your country of origin is Brittian/England. The true and authentic name for
this country that we share, is Aotearoa. The true inheritors of this land, are Maori people.

